Introduction
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have seen increased use in recent years as an alternative clean energy source in multiple applications ranging from consumer electronics to automotive powertrains. To obtain a usable output power and voltage, multiple cells are combined in series to produce a fuel cell stack. The design of the fuel cell stack is critical in maximizing performance and efficiency; the method of clamping the individual stack components together is one such area where careful design consideration is required. The purpose of the clamping load in a fuel cell stack is to ensure adequate gas tight sealing, reduce electrical and thermal contact resistance between the different components, and provide some structural integrity [1, 2] . However, overcompression can lead to reduced performance and damage [3] .
The vast majority of fuel cell stacks are clamped together using multiple bolts to apply a compressive load between two stiff endplates. Wen et al. [4] and Lee et al. [3] used polarization curves to demonstrate how different clamping pressures, applied through varying bolt torque, influenced the cell performance. Wen et al. [4] compared two, four, and six bolt stack designs at different torques. The six-bolt design at the maximum tested torque of 16 NÁm gave the best overall performance in a ten-cell stack. Lee et al. [3] used a 10 cm 2 single cell design to observe the cell performance at different clamping loads with different types of gas diffusion layer (GDL). An optimum tightening torque was observed with performance decreasing at high bolt torques, most likely due to overcompression of the GDL inhibiting the transport of reactant gases and product water.
The main cause of the improved performance with increased bolt torque seen by Wen et al. [4] and Lee et al. [3] is due to additional clamping pressure reducing the interfacial contact resistance between the fibers of the gas diffusion layer and bi-polar plate (BPP). Mason et al. [5] showed that increasing the clamping pressure on a single cell with Toray H120 carbon paper GDL from 0.25 to 2.50 MPa reduced the electrical resistance from 29 to 10 mX/cm 2 . Lin et al. [6] determined that the optimum compression for two types of carbon cloth GDL was between 59% and 64%. Meanwhile, Zhou et al. [7] also characterized the relationship between interfacial contact resistance and contact pressure using a microscale numerical model, showing good agreement with experimental results.
In PEMFC stacks with a large cell active area (! 100 cm 2 ), it is important to consider the distribution of contact pressure across the surface of the cell created by the clamping method used. Multiple studies have investigated how uneven clamping pressure from endplate deflection influences cell performance. Bates et al. [8] used a combination of finite element analysis (FEA) simulations and experimental tests with pressure sensitive films, characterizing the pressure distribution in a 16-cell stack with 100 cm 2 active area cells. Results demonstrated reduced clamping pressure at the center of the cell caused by deflection of the stainless steel endplates. Carral and coworkers [9, 10] also considered how the number of cells in a stack influences the contact pressure distribution, demonstrating both numerically [9] and experimentally [10] how increasing the number of cells from 1 to 16 reduces the variation in contact pressure. Strain gauges and optical methods were used by Carral et al. [10] to measure endplate deflection and compressive load in the tie rods. Montanini et al. [11] used a piezoresistive sensor array to perform real-time measurements of the contact pressure distribution, demonstrating pressure distribution between the membrane electrolyte assembly (MEA) and gasket at different bolt torques. Gatto et al. [12] used the same method as Montanini et al. [11] , along with electrochemical testing, to investigate the bolt torque for optimum performance of four gaskets across a range of stiffness and thickness.
When determining an appropriate clamping load, it is important to consider both the assembly and operational conditions that the fuel cell stack will experience. Increased temperature and relative humidity (RH) during operation will cause different rates of hygrothermal expansion and a change in material properties, influencing the contact pressure between components. For the fuel cell membrane, these effects can be significant. Tang et al. [13] demonstrated between 25 C 30% RH and 85 C 90% RH, a 10% swelling and 77% drop in the Young's modulus of a Nafion V R 112 membrane. Zhou et al. [14] conducted one of the few studies to consider the influence of both temperature and hydration on clamping. Their work used a twodimensional finite element model of a single BPP channel and land to investigate membrane and GDL compression under different assembly pressures and operating conditions. The deformed model geometry under assembly conditions was then used in a computational fluid dynamics package to obtain cell polarization curves.
Current computational limitations mean that it is not feasible to investigate the clamping performance of large multicell fuel cell stacks (>20 cells) using commercial FEA packages without making simplifying assumptions. One simplifying method, put forward by Lin et al. [15] , is to represent each component of the fuel cell stack as a single spring, with a constant stiffness equivalent to the solid bulk material. Using this concept, a one-dimensional model of the stack can be produced to determine stack and component compression for a chosen clamping load, as well as the force distribution between the gasket and MEA. By applying thermal constraints postassembly, Lin et al. [16] calculated the optimum bolt torque range to give an ideal cell clamping pressure at both assembly and operational temperatures. The influence of nonlinear compressive behavior and humidity was not considered.
The equivalent stiffness concept has since been used by several other authors: Liu et al. [17] produced an equivalent stiffness model of a fuel cell stack using a steel belt clamping method to predict behavior under external accelerations. Qiu et al. [18] represented channel height variation of a stamped metallic bi-polar plate using an equivalent stiffness model. This showed good agreement with experimental results obtained using pressure sensitive film. The equivalent stiffness concept was also used by Ahmad et al. [19] to determine the required stack clamping force for a desired GDL compression when developing an assembly method for a 60-cell stack.
The literature has shown that clamping load and associated contact pressure have a significant effect on the performance of PEMFC stacks. Correct specification of the gasket and GDL properties are important in ensuring appropriate distribution of clamping pressures during both assembly and operation. While the influence of operational temperature on clamping pressure has been explored previously, the influence of membrane water content, nonlinear spring stiffness, and manufacturing tolerances is not yet fully understood at a stack level. In this paper, a new equivalent stiffness model of a fuel cell stack is presented. The model is the first stack level model to include the effects of nonlinear component compression, membrane hydration, and manufacturing tolerances. Sections 2 and 3 detail the model and its comparison to three-dimensional (3D) FEA simulations and literature data, respectively, Sec. 4 discusses the results of the model.
Equivalent Stiffness Model
The equivalent stiffness model used is this work is based on Hooke's law (Eq. (1)). The force F i required to compress each of the separate components within the fuel cell stack i, by a displacement x i , can be found using an individual stiffness value k i ðxÞ based on its mechanical properties and dimensions. Using this method, a simple model can be produced, capable of determining the compression and contact pressures of the different components within the fuel cell stack for a known overall clamping force
The compressive behaviors of five components for each cell in the fuel cell stack are considered in the model. These are the proton exchange membrane (PEM), GDL, gasket, BPP, and clamping mechanism. Each of the stack components is represented by a single spring, which is then assembled to construct a representative fuel cell stack model. The relationship between the material properties and equivalent spring stiffness k i ðxÞ is shown in Eq. (2) and illustrated in Fig. 1 . Where E i ðxÞ is Young's Modulus, A i is material cross-sectional area, and t i ðxÞ is material thickness. The model makes the following assumptions:
(1) All components are homogeneous.
(2) Clamping load is applied evenly (infinitely stiff endplates).
(3) Influence of coolant channels on bi-polar plate stiffness is ignored. (4) The PEM under the gasket area is independent of the PEM under the gas diffusion layer
At low levels of compression (0.01-1.00 MPa), the stress-strain relationship of the gasket and GDL is nonlinear. The Young's modulus increases with strain, approaching a linear relationship in the 1-3 MPa regions [20] . The different relative stiffnesses between components in the fuel cell stack mean that the initial nonlinear region can have a significant influence on the contact pressure distribution, particularly when small dimensional tolerances are considered. The model accounts for nonlinear stiffness in the gasket and GDL using a stiffness look-up table as a function of component displacement x from experimental data. This is applied using a scaling factor from 0 to 1 multiplied by the maximum stiffness. Experimental compression data for an SGL10BA GDL and Samco silicone gasket taken from Ismail et al. [20] , shown in Fig. 2 , are used in this work. All other components are assumed to be linear elastic. Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the different fuel cell components considered in the model. The central cell unit is repeated for the number of cells in the fuel cell stack. By representing each component, as a single spring with stiffness kðxÞ, the structure can be simplified to that of Fig. 4 where the repeating cell unit is enlarged for clarity.
Fig. 1 Equivalent stiffness of a solid homogeneous material
Between each BPP, the clamping force must travel through either the gasket assembly or the MEA, which are in parallel. The gasket assembly consists of two gaskets and a PEM in series (Gasket/PEM/Gasket). The MEA consists of two gas diffusion layers and a PEM in series (GDL/PEM/GDL).
The stiffness of the MEA and gasket assembly are calculated as a function of GDL displacement (x gdl ) and gasket displacement (x g ), while accounting for nonlinear stiffness behavior. The MEA stiffness (k mea ) is
The gasket assembly stiffness (k gass ) is
where k pem;c is the PEM stiffness in the MEA area and k pem;g is the PEM stiffness in the gasket area. The force through the MEA area (F mea ) is determined by
where GDL displacement is obtained through
Using the same method as Eq. (5), force through the gasket assembly (F g;ass ) in terms of gasket displacement is obtained as F g;ass ¼ k g;ass x g ð Þ x g;ass ¼ k pem;g k g;ass x g ð Þ 2x g k pem;g À k g;ass x g ð Þ
As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the total equivalent stiffness of a single cell (k cell;n ) can then be found as
The area of the PEM under the gasket is different from the area of the PEM under the GDL, meaning two different PEM stiffness values are required in Eqs. (3)- (8) . k pem;g is used for the area of PEM under the gasket and k pem;c for the area of PEM under the GDL. This method implies that the displacement of the PEM between the gasket assembly (x g;ass ) is independent of the PEM displacement between the GDLs (x mea ), and does not consider that the PEM is connected. This assumption is deemed reasonable since the PEM exhibits good flexibility and the relative displacement in each cell will be minimal, due to the high stiffness of the bi-polar plates. The calculation of all individual component stiffness values used in the model is shown in Table 1 .
Both the gasket and MEA areas contact the bi-polar plates between cells. The flow channels in a bi-polar plate mean it is not a homogeneous block of material and therefore the method of Lin et al. [15] is used to determine the appropriate stiffness. The bipolar plate is separated into three sections, the main bulk section, the rib section, and the edge section (which meets the gasket), shown in Fig. 5 . Each section has a different area and therefore stiffness value. The edge (k bpp;edge ) and rib area (k bpp;ribs ) act in parallel with the bulk section (k bpp;main ) in series; overall stiffness of the bi-polar plate is therefore found using Eq. (9). The method for calculating individual component stiffness is shown in Table 1 .
The presence of flow channels on the bi-polar plate reduces the MEA contact area, which influences the load distribution between the gasket and MEA area. The contact area between the BPP and the GDL is equal to the surface area of the ribs, determined in Table 1 . It is assumed that the contact area between the GDL and PEM is equal to the contact area between the BPP and GDL. This assumption is reasonable since both the thickness and stiffness of the gas diffusion layers are significantly lower than the BPP. For the geometry used in this study, the cell active area is 100 cm 2 and the contact area is 46 cm 2 after considering the bi-polar plate flow channels
Using the above methods, the overall force (F stack ) required to displace the fuel cell stack by a distance x stack can be determined using Eq. (10), where n cells is the number of cells and n bpp is the number of bi-polar plates in the stack
# À1
x stack (10)
2.1 Unequal Thickness. It is unlikely that the gasket and GDL will have the same thickness, especially when manufacturing tolerances are taken into account. During assembly, the gasket and GDL will contact with the BPP at different compression levels, meaning one component is precompressed before the other comes into contact. The equivalent stiffness model accounts for precompression using Eq. (11) to establish the stiffness of each component as a function of displacement kðxÞ where k is the standard equivalent stiffness found using Eqs. (2), (3), or (4), and d is the difference between the initial thickness of the MEA and gasket assembly. When not in contact with the BPP, the stiffness value is set to 0, meaning no force can be transmitted through the MEA until the gasket is compressed to the point where contact occurs. The opposite is used for the case when the MEA touches before the gasket
2.2 Hygrothermal Effects. During operation, the temperature and humidity of the fuel cell stack will increase, changing the mechanical properties of the components within the stack. The equivalent stiffness model considers thermal expansion of the PEM, GDL, gasket, and BPP and expansion of the PEM due to water uptake. Thermal expansion in the model is considered using Eq. (12) to determine the material thickness under operating conditions, where a is the thermal expansion coefficient and T temperature. The new thickness is used to determine the change in overall stack compression
Expansion of the membrane due to water uptake has been modeled using the swelling coefficient b put forward by Zhou et al. [14] . A constant value of b ¼ 0:0115 k À1 has been used in this study based on experimental data for the dimensional change of a Nafion V R 112 membrane from Ref. [13] . Where k is the water content of the membrane expressed in number of water molecules per charge site SO À 3 H þ (see Eq. (14)). Expansion of the membrane due to swelling is calculated using the below equation: t pem;operation ¼ t pem;assembly ð1 þ bðk pem;operation À k assembly ÞÞ (13) Water uptake and temperature increase during operation lead to a significant decrease in the strength of the membrane. A surface fit using data from Ref. [14] is used to calculate the membrane Young's modulus (E pem ) from water content and temperature, shown in Eq. (15) (R 2 ¼ 0.97). The relationship of Springer et al. [21] is used to calculate water content as a function of water activity (a w ). The Young's modulus of Eq. (15) is used to evaluate the membrane stiffness k pem at both assembly and operational conditions
2.3 Manufacturing Tolerances. Variation in component thickness due to manufacturing tolerances will influence the load distribution between the gasket and MEA of each cell, partly contributing to cell-to-cell performance variation seen in large fuel cell stacks. The model accounts for manufacturing tolerances of the gasket, GDL, and PEM thickness by assigning a normally distributed random number for each thickness. For each component, the mean distribution value is equal to the nominal thickness and the standard deviation specified to give the desired tolerance range. In this work, the standard deviation is set to 0.5% of the nominal thickness value. For a 200 lm thick GDL, this gives a 1 lm standard deviation. A single cell assembly consists of two gaskets, two GDLs, and one PEM. Each of the five components in each cell of the stack is assigned a different thickness, meaning every individual component within the stack has a unique stiffness value and each cell has a different contact spacing d used in Eq. (11).
Clamping Method.
When hygrothermal effects are applied to the stack, the distribution of pressure and overall forces Transactions of the ASME will vary depending on the method used in keeping the stack clamped together. In this work, three different clamping methods are considered, these are:
(1) Fixed displacement (stack length is fixed and cannot expand) (2) Fixed clamping force (stack is free to change in length but clamping force is fixed) (3) Variable displacement and force (stack can change both length and force depending on stiffness of clamping method)
For the fixed displacement case, any expansion caused by operational conditions is taken up in the form of additional compression of the fuel cell stack components. Additional compression and hence change in force distribution is calculated for each separate component within the stack. For the fixed clamping force case, overall clamping pressure remains constant and the stack is free to expand or contract. The distribution of clamping force between the gasket and GDL of each cell is recalculated due to differing expansion coefficients. For the variable displacement and force clamping case, the equivalent stiffness of the clamping mechanism must be taken into account. As with the fuel cell stack, this is achieved using Eqs. (1) and (2) . Equation (16) gives the equivalent stiffness for a clamping design with n bolts bolts of diameter d and stack length L stack
The change in stack length for clamping stiffness k clamp is found by calculating the force required to displace the stack by a distance x in both assembly and operational conditions. The point x ¼ 0 corresponds to the initial displacement of the stack before compression under assembly conditions. For assembly compression x a with force F a , the compression under operational conditions is the intersection of the operational compression vector and a vector with gradient Àk clamp starting at point (x a , F a ). This method, illustrated in Fig. 6 , accounts for changes in component dimensions, spacing, and nonlinear stiffness between the two conditions. The model described in Sec. 2 was implemented using MATLAB and populated with the geometry and material properties of a typical fuel cell stack with 100 cells each with a 100 cm 2 cell active area. Values used are shown in Table 2 unless otherwise stated.
Comparison to Three-Dimensional Finite Element Model
The equivalent stiffness model was compared to a 3D finite element analysis (3D FEA) model to (a) determine if the assumptions made with respect to even clamping load are reasonable, and (b) demonstrate how the equivalent stiffness model can be used as an alternative to the 3D FEA with a low computational cost. Table 2 was produced using the commercial FEA package ABAQUS with the addition of 20 mm thick aluminum endplates. The model considers the influence of the endplates, clamping bolts, gasket, GDL, PEM, and BPP including flow channels. The current collector, reactant manifolds, or coolant channels in the BPP are not accounted for, as these will not significantly affect the contact pressure distribution of the MEA. By applying symmetry in the x, y, and z planes, it is [15] possible to perform calculations on 1/8th of the geometry only, significantly reducing the computational time. The z plane symmetry is applied to the middle cell at half of the PEM thickness. Figure 7 shows the simulation geometry for a five-cell stack. The GDL is fixed to the PEM to represent the MEA structure after hot pressing. Contact between all other components is accounted for using the general contact model with a 0.3 tangential coefficient of friction and exponential overclosure contact in the normal direction. Variation of the friction coefficient was seen to have minimal (<1%) effect on the cell contact pressure distribution. Nonlinear behavior of the GDL and gasket was modeled using the hyperelastic material model based on experimental uniaxial compression data [20] . Different mesh seeds were used to account for the variation in geometry between components. The coarsest mesh of 3.0 mm was used for the endplate and the finest mesh seed of 0.5 mm was applied to the PEM and GDL. All components were meshed using hexahedral elements with reduced integration (C3D8R). The number of cells in the fuel cell stack was varied from one to nine, the five-cell stack containing 136,157 elements. Eight bolts of 8 mm diameter were used to apply a compressive load of 1.25 kN per bolt. Figure 8 shows the MEA contact pressure distribution for 1/4 of the end cell in a five-cell stack, and the influence of BPP channel geometry on localized contact pressure can be clearly seen.
Three-Dimensional Finite Element Model. A 3D model of the fuel cell stack detailed in

Comparison.
Contact pressures of the cell and gasket in the 3D FEA model were compared to those predicted by the equivalent stiffness model with the same overall clamping force applied. Figure 9 compares the maximum and minimum contact pressures of the MEA and gasket from the end cell of the 3D model, to those predicted by the equivalent stiffness model. For a stack with only a few cells, the variation in contact pressure, especially in the gasket, is high and the assumption of uniform clamping pressure is not valid. However, as the number of cells in the stack increases, the contact pressure becomes more uniform as the additional cells act to distribute the load. For multiple cell stacks, the equivalent stiffness model shows good agreement with the 3D FEA model, demonstrating that the model is suitable for use as a predictive design tool for fuel cell stack development with a low computational cost.
3.3
Comparison to Literature Data. The 3D FEA model of Caral and M el e [9] also compared the contact pressure distribution as a function of the number of cells in a stack using a validated endplate model and nonlinear MEA stress-strain curve. Their model predicted contact pressure variation of 98%, 87%, and 72% across the surface of the MEA for the end cell of a 2-cell, 5-cell, and 16-cell stacks, respectively. The FEA model in the current work predicted a lower contact pressure variation of 80%, 40%, and 24%, respectively, for a one-cell, five-cell, and nine-cell stacks with different geometry. The work of Caral and M el e [9] demonstrates a higher level of variation due to the use of a twobolt endplate design compared to an eight-bolt design in the current work. The authors also did not consider the influence of the sealing gasket in their study, which will help to disperse load concentrations from the edge of the MEA caused by bending of the endplate under load. Mason et al. [23] used a controlled compression rig to measure the change in clamping pressure of a Nafion V R 117 membrane when transitioning from a dry to wet state by exposing the cell to a humidified nitrogen gas feed at 80 C. After an initial compression assembly of 0.2 MPa, the displacement was fixed while humidified gas was supplied. MEA compression pressure was then seen to increase by 0.55 MPa, from 0.55 to 1.10 MPa due to hydration, stabilizing after 150 s. Replicating the same initial compression, clamping method, and membrane thickness in the equivalent stiffness model, the MEA contact pressure was seen to increase by 0.45 MPa when 80 C, 95% RH conditions were applied, showing good agreement to the experimental work of Mason et al. [23] .
Results
4.1 Assembly. The component compression and clamping pressure distribution predicted by the equivalent stiffness model after assembly conditions are shown in Fig. 10 for different gaskets. Manufacturing tolerances are not considered at this stage. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show component compression and clamping pressure for different overall stack clamping pressures, respectively, for a GDL and gasket of equal thickness using stiffness values from Table 2 . The majority of stack compression occurs in the gasket and GDL. Compression of the PEM is low because of both its thickness and relative high Young's modulus under assembly conditions (197 MPa at 25 C 30% RH). The contact pressure of the gasket is significantly higher than the MEA due to the gasket assembly (gasket-PEM-gasket) being stiffer than the MEA (GDL-PEM-GDL). Increased pressure in the gasket aids sealing and can prevent overcompression of the GDL at low loads. However, too much load through the gasket will damage the PEM, produce uneven load distribution in the stack, and lead to high contact resistances between the MEA and bi-polar plate.
Selection of a thicker and softer gasket can be used to ensure a gas tight seal is formed prior to contact with the MEA. Figures  10(c) and 10(d) show the compression and contact pressure for a 250 lm gasket with a 50% lower Young's modulus. Contact between the bi-polar plate and MEA does not occur until a stack clamping pressure of 0.9 MPa has been applied and the gasket has been compressed by 20%. Similarly, Figs. 10(e) and 10(f) represent the case where the gasket is thinner and stiffer than the GDL (t ¼ 150 lm, 200% stiffness). This method can be used to achieve a desired compression of the GDL or achieve equal contact pressure of the MEA and gasket at a specific stack clamping pressure.
To demonstrate how the inclusion of nonlinear stiffness influences stack behavior, compression and clamping pressure were also calculated using constant stiffness values for the GDL and gasket.
Constant stiffness values at 38% and 13% strain were used for the gasket and GDL, respectively. Results for linear compression are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 10 , denoted by (L). The linear model is seen to underpredict GDL and gasket compression in all cases compared to the nonlinear model. This occurs since the variable stiffness is lower than the constant stiffness value at low levels of compression. The increased stiffness at low compression also leads to the linear model overestimating the clamping pressure required to make contact with both the GDL and gasket, compared to the nonlinear model. Disregarding nonlinear compression effects may therefore lead to the underprediction of component compression and overprediction of clamping pressures required for good MEA and gasket contact. Sections 4.2 and 4.4 all use the nonlinear model.
Operational Conditions.
Changes in temperature and humidity under operational conditions will influence the clamping pressure experienced by the MEA due to thermal expansion of the stack components, water uptake, and stiffness changes of the membrane. Figure 11 shows how different operational conditions influence MEA contact pressure using the equivalent stiffness model populated with parameters from Table 2 . Assembly conditions are 1.2 MPa MEA pressure at 20 C 30% RH using 8 Â 8 mm diameter bolts. The MEA contact pressure can be seen to increase in a near linear relationship with increasing temperature. This indicates that the contribution from thermal expansion of the stack components is greater than reduction in PEM stiffness with temperature. The change in contact pressure due to humidity variation is seen to be much greater than the change due to temperature, the membrane swelling effects being greater than the thermal expansion. At 80 C and 90% RH, the MEA contact pressure increase was 0.21 MPa, 17.9% relative to the assembly condition.
The MEA contact pressure change under operational conditions will vary with stack compression during assembly. This is shown in Fig. 12 for three different operating conditions. At low initial compression, the change in MEA contact pressure under operational conditions is low. This is because the reduced stiffness of the GDL, and gasket at low strain accommodates component expansion. A peak in MEA pressure change under operational conditions is seen around 2.7% compression. At this point, the GDL and gasket stiffness are in the linear region and the thermal/ hydration expansion of the stack components offsets the reduction in PEM stiffness. At high levels of stack compression, the change in MEA pressure is seen to reduce. This occurs as the higher initial clamping force means the PEM is further compressed as its stiffness reduces under operational conditions, reducing bolt stretching and offsetting the increase in load through thermal expansion.
Clamping
Method. The previous results have used 8 Â 8 mm diameter bolts. Clamping mechanism stiffness will directly influence the MEA contact pressure under assembly conditions as it restricts the stacks ability to expand. The change in MEA pressure when operating at 90% RH using four different clamping mechanisms is shown in Fig. 13 . Assembly conditions are 2.3% original compression (1.2 MPa MEA contact pressure) at 25 C 30% RH. The case where the stack is fixed and unable to expand gives the largest increase in MEA clamping pressure below 80 C since all hygrothermal expansions must lead to a change in contact pressure. The fixed case is very similar to a conventional bolted design using 4 Â 4 mm diameter bolts. At low operating temperatures, the change in MEA clamping pressure due to operational conditions can be reduced by using a clamping method with a low stiffness k clamp . Potential methods include replacing the bolts with multiple thinner wires, as in the 8 Â 2 mm diameter case, or by placing constant stiffness "tie rod springs" between the stack endplate and nut used to clamp the stack together [2] . Above 80 C operating temperature, a reduction in clamping stiffness is seen to lead to an increased change in MEA clamping pressure. At this temperature, the reduction in stiffness of the PEM contributes to stack shrinkage and additional compression under operating conditions. A lower clamping stiffness means further compression of the stack is required to balance the clamping forces, influencing the load distribution between the gasket and MEA contact areas. At the point where the stack transitions from expansion to contraction (80 C for the parameters in this study), the change in MEA contact pressure is independent of the clamping stiffness.
Manufacturing
Tolerances. By applying a normalized random variation to the thickness of each component, as described in Sec. 2.3, the influence of manufacturing tolerances can be modeled and methods of mitigating their impact investigated. Variation in cell MEA contact pressure for a 100-cell stack with properties of Table 2 is shown in Fig. 14(a) for a mean contact pressure of 1.2 MPa. Contact pressure between the cells is seen to vary by 610%, despite the component thickness standard deviation being only 0.5%. The high contact pressure variation between cells relative to the thickness tolerance is caused by the similarity in nominal thickness and Young's modulus of the GDL and gasket. This means small variations can lead to large changes in force distribution between the two load paths. In comparison, Fig. 14(b) shows the variation in MEA contact pressure if a thicker gasket is used with a lower Young's modulus under the same assembly and tolerance conditions. Cell-to-cell variation is seen to reduce by 50% compared to Fig. 14(a) . The thickness difference between the gasket and GDL means that the relative error has a reduced effect on the overall contact pressure leading to a more uniform pressure distribution throughout the stack.
The influence of material stiffness tolerance on MEA contact pressure variation can also be explored by applying the same normalized distribution to the material Young's modulus. Using this method, mean cell-to-cell MEA contact pressure variation for a Young's modulus standard deviation of 0.5% is ten times less than the same thickness standard deviation. A small variation in Young's modulus creates a proportional variation in component stiffness (Eq. (2)) and a corresponding small change in force for the same displacement. However, a small variation in component thickness can lead to a large variation in displacement, corresponding to a large change in force for the same stiffness. This is because the thickness error (1 lm standard deviation for a 200 lm GDL) is large relative to the mean component compression (37.3 lm for the GDL in Fig. 14(a) ). Therefore, ensuring good control over thickness tolerance is more important than material stiffness tolerance in stack designs utilizing similar GDL and gasket thickness.
Conclusions
An equivalent stiffness model of a PEM fuel cell stack has been presented, which acts as a useful tool for the development of contact pressure distribution in fuel cell stack designs at a low computational cost. Good agreement was seen when compared to 3D FEA simulations for multicell stacks and experimental hydration data from the literature. The model is the first of its kind to consider nonlinear component compression, thermal, and hydration effects under operational conditions and manufacturing tolerances at a stack level. Results show that change in MEA contact pressure due to humidity is greater than the change due to temperature across the operating region of a PEMFC. Reduction in membrane stiffness at operational conditions also has a strong influence on the change in contact pressure. In some cases, this can lead to a reduction in MEA contact pressure and stack shrinkage at high clamping loads. Thickness tolerances with small standard deviations (61 lm) can lead to MEA contact pressure variations of up to 10% between cells. The influence of manufacturing tolerances on contact pressure variation can be minimized through selecting gaskets with different thickness and stiffness to that of the GDL.
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Nomenclature
A ¼ area (m 2 ) a w ¼ water vapor activity d ¼ diameter (m) E ¼ Young's modulus (N/m 2 )
Subscripts bpp ¼ bi polar plate c ¼ cell g ¼ gasket gdl ¼ gas diffusion layer g, ass ¼ gasket assembly (gasket-PEM-gasket) mea ¼ membrane electrolyte assembly pem ¼ proton exchange membrane
